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students’ class work of South Eastern University of Sri Lanka and 

ze and in rank. It is a question grammatically phonemes, of ‘what goes together with what’ –

analyze students’ errors in present simple tense and identify the sources of errors as taken from the 
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Different forms of the verb ‘have‘ and ‘be‘, dropping of the ‘s’ of the third person singular, spelling of 
the forms that take the‘s’ and ‘es’ of the third person singular, acceptance of do

does

ither ….or we use a singular verb when both subjects are singular and a plural 

use students. The verb ‘be’ plays a majour role in simple present. The 

learner should know where he can accept such “be” in a sentence in case of simple 
Although he knows that the word ‘be’ consists of am, is, are, he fails sometimes as he is unaware of 

‘s is again a confusion for the 

neglect the changes accepting differences for e.g. ‘has’ for third person singular.

concern is related to the dropping of the‘s’ of the third person singular which many students 

–

Another difficulty is the spelling of the forms that take the ‘s’ of the third person singular. Somet
only ‘s‘ is added (rise – rises) while in some forms ‘es’ is added (catch –

The interrogative and negative forms which necessitate the auxiliary ‘do‘ may represent another 

As an L2 learner, he sometimes refuses the words ‘do’ or misplaces it or wrongly uses. 

such systematic rules as it is in English when they use their mother tongue. “We use negative tag 

nd pronouns in tag question where the pronoun must agree with the subject.” ( Ameen
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Negative and questions take ‘do’. Generally sentences take ‘do’ and ‘don’t’ except third person 
ar which takes ‘ doesn’t’ and ‘does’. Eastwood (2008). Do not add‘s’ to the main verb in a 

negative sentence.  E.g. He doesn’t plays. Do not add‘s’ to the main verb in a questions. E.g.  Does he 
Doreen Da Costa. As noted by Rutherford (1999), ‘inversion” of subject and auxiliary 

(including be)” or (if only an inflected main verb is available for inversion) the created ‘tense carries’ 

making paraphernalia of ‘tense carrier’, ‘do support’, ‘inversion’, etc. A yes/no question 

the issue. However, unfortunately, the learners’ contact and use of English outside the classroom is 

been divided into ten different categories such as ‘third person singular’, ‘‘third person plural ’ each’ / 
‘every’, ‘be with singular noun’,’ be’ with plural noun’, ‘first person singular’ ‘first person plural’’ 
‘interrogative objective’,’ interrogative subjective’, and ‘question tag’.  
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The graph indicates the highest percentage of errorsfor ‘Question Tag’. That reaches 70.83 

. Unless it becomes practical in one’s day to 

Acceptance of  ‘s’, ‘es’  and ‘ does ‘ have become complicated for the students. I understand students’ 

correct one’s mistake related to present simple tense and learn it systematically and 

The ‘s’  of the third person singular in English is replaced with ‘aan’, ‘athu’ and ‘aal’ in Tamil. If we 

in forming plural nouns as in ‘waahanam+kal al’, ‘pul+kal kal’Similar 

–s es

s es 

    Error  Distribution            
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gory is ‘each’ / ‘every’. This has also the syntax difficulty among students and the ideas 

takes ‘s’ or ‘es’ or just it is accepted as the base form.

In third person plural (26.66%), the use of ‘be’ for both singular (25%) and plural (30%), most of the 

injured, cattle are a few examples. List of such nouns can be brought to students’ notice regularly to 

rect choice for   ‘do’, ‘does’ 

English, Tamil language doesn’t take changes in the order of words of questions. The structure of the 
sentence in English for aninterrogative pronoun ‘who’ is just like in Tamil,th
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S + doesn’t + V + O
Bahey doesn’t play cricket

 Doesn’t + S +V + O?
Doesn’t Bahey play cricket?

+ doesn’t + S +V + O?
y doesn’t Bahey g

Who + doesn’t + V + O
Who doesn’t 

Questions Tag 
oesn’t + Pronoun

oesn’t he?

S + doesn’t + V +O

Bahey doesn’t play 
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2 is associated with “be” and adjective or noun. As it is explained in the diagramme

between certain structures (e.g. “do. insertion” and ‘ negation’) are respected so that the corresponding 

Teaching “subject and verb agreement” is another area that teachers should give emphasis to. Not only 

–‘ ’

 
sn’t + 

He isn’t happy here.

 sn’t + S + 
sn’t 

sn’t + S +
sn’t 

’

n’t + Pronoun

sn’t he?
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Grammar Builder-1'

Grammar Builder -4

Real English Grammar- Pre-Intermediate. 
The Practice of English Language Teaching.
Oxford Practice Grammar

Modeling and Assessing Second Language 
Acquisition
Michael.J O’Malley and Anna Uhl Chamot. (1995).Learning Strategies in Second language 
Acquisition

Intermediate English Grammar

The Concept of Language Teaching
Understanding Second Language Acquisition 

Second Language Learning and Language Teaching.

Second Language Grammar: Learning and Teaching.

High School English Grammar.


